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The Strategic Leadership Team maintains an overview of the provision for vulnerable 
pupils and of the progress they are making. The Head teacher feeds back to 
Governors 

Schools must use the funding to make additional and sustainable improvements to 
the quality of PE and sport they offer. 

This means premium should be used to: 

 develop or add to the PE and sport activities that school already offers 
 make improvements now that will benefit pupils joining the school in future 

years 

The Head Teacher’s Termly Report includes information on: 

 The range of interventions used and the impact of those 

 The cost effectiveness of the provision made (“value for money”). 

 

 

School Statement/Summary on Sports Premium Grant 2016-17 

Outcomes  cost 

Children of all ages will have 
access to adapted cycles 
that meet their needs and 
help them access 
opportunities remain fit and 
healthy.  
Children will be taught about 
staying safe on the cycles. 

 Purchase of appropriate 
storage that pupils can 
access and learn to look 
after the cycles. 
 

£3406  

 Purchase of new cycles £4801 

  £8207 

 
 
 
 
 



Review 

The cycling project has been a big success – the money invested in good storage and in the 

repair and maintenance of the bicycles has meant that pupils can now access the appropriate 

size and style of bike with ease and greater independence. The bikes are safe to ride and do 

not get damaged as they return to storage. We were also able to adapt some bikes into scoot 

bikes enabling taller pupils to learn balance and coordination – the prerequisite skills for 

riding a bike. Together these initiatives have enabled increased numbers of pupils to cycle at 

lunchtimes.  

The profile of cycling was raised with a Cycle Fun Day which was a whole school event, 

starting with a bike stunt team putting on a show then training pupils to ride better. The Quest 

team brought a fleet of adapted bicycles to cater for every level of need and ability and this 

enabled staff to select the most appropriate bike for school to invest in, and keep. Staff felt 

that the platform bike would enable our pupils in wheelchairs to experience the speed and 

fresh air of cycling. This will enable many pupils to access a sport that would previously have 

been unavailable to them.  

Pupils have visited Recycle your Bike to choose and buy two adult tricycles. These have been 

hugely popular with the older pupils in school.  

Cycling offers an opportunity to become involved in a sport that will remain accessible into 

adulthood. We have built good links with The Gateway Wheelers – a group who promote and 

facilitate cycling for people with disabilities of all ages. Six classes have had 7 week blocks 

of visits to the cycling hub at Chester-le-St riverside. The adapted cycles enable an inclusive 

experience for all the young people involved. This club link also offers pupils and parents an 

opportunity to cycle outside of school time.  

 

 
School will be making additional contributions to this find to ensure fund 
maintenance and staffing to support this initiative. 
 


